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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The overarching purpose and intended outcome of this analysis and

subsequent implementation of recommendations is to improve the

long term viability of the Zion Canyon transportation system

Zion Canyon Transportation System visitor center plaza near the park ioop pick up

Background Information area The park shuttle carries visitors from the

Since its implementation in 2000 the Zion
visitor center plaza to the Temple of Sinawava

Canyon shuttle system at Zion National Park has
trailhead in the Zion Canyon portion of the

been great success The shuttle system consists park operating seasonally from Easter to the

of two loops the Springdale town loop and end of November weekends only in November

the park loop Passengers transfer between the The connecting town loop takes visitors to the

two ioops by walking from the fee station area park from various points in Springdale to the

near the southern entrance to the park to the southern entrance The shuttle system created

i-

ft

-1

Zion Canyon shuttle on typical summer day
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Shuttle Vehicle Replacement The shuttle Is There Enough Parking in Springdale

system fleet has an expected operating life of ten for Zion Canyon Shuttle Riders This is

to twelve years and the shuttle system is now in difficult question to answer and is explored in

its tenth year of operation The park is looking at considerable detail in Section As the parking

range of options that include either rehabilitating
utilization analysis in Section indicates

the
existing

fleet or replacing the fleet with new there currently appears to be sufficient

vehicles The estimated cost of these options parking capacity in the shared parking system

ranges between 6oooooo and I2oOOO0O This throughout Springdale to serve park visitors

is in addition to annual operating and maintenance However the level of available parking is

costs for the shuttle system The park will be constantly changing and some private business

seeking funding through federal transportation
owners are starting to restrict public parking and

grants and other sources to support the vehicle park visitor parking allowing parking only for

rehabilitation/replacement program Refer to
their customers While sufficient parking exists

Section for more information in Springdale now for visitors this may not

be the case over the long term As the level of

Parking Capacity and Efficiency
shared parking available in Springdale decreases

frustrations related to traffic congestion and
The Springdale/Zion National Park Partnership back up at the gate in the north part of town

Since shuttle service was initially established
increase Also visitation is increasing which will

in 2000 there has been general understanding
put additional pressure on the shared parking

that park visitors can leave their cars at hotels
system Section of this technical analysis

and parking areas in Springdale and ride the
presents full range of recommendations for

town shuttle to the visitor center plaza to then

transfer to the park shuttle Town representatives

recognized the benefits and opportunities of

visitors parking walking and riding the shuttle in

proximity to businesses It was also understood

that leaving cars at parking areas in town would

result in less traffic congestion on the towns

limited road network These benefits have been

realized and continue to occur

Issues and Problems Related to Parking and

Traffic Congestion In
spite

of the ongoing

benefits of the park and ride relationship

between Springdale and Zion National Park

traffic congestion in town has been increasing

particularly near the park entrance at the north

end of town Questions about the level of parking

available in town have been raised and some

hotels and businesses previously supportive of

visitors parking at their establishments to ride the

shuttle have recently put up no parking signs

These issues have raised the need for careful

evaluation of parking capacity and problems

related to parking so that effective solutions can

be identified and implemented

The Springdale Parking Committee surveyed the usage

of all existing private and public off-street parking

areas in the town

Zion Canyon Transportation System Technical Analysis National Park Service ES-S



addressing the parking problems including efficiency and help people understand where

lower cost solutions and higher cost solutions to park Some lower cost solutions such as

as summarized below formalized parking agreements could be

implemented right away Other more intensive

Parking Survey Results solutions including development of new parking

The Springdale Parking Committee surveyed the
areas either inside or outside the park would

usage of all existing private and public off-street
take time to implement Zion National Park is

parking areas in the town on April May 22 May
interested in increasing the capacity of parking

26 the Saturday of Memorial Day weekend
inside the park near the visitor center and has

identified an area where this could occur Park
July and July 25 2007 Parking areas were

checked at 1000 am 100 pm 4oo pm and 7oo
management foresees that adding this parking

pm This survey showed that even during one
would reduce some of the problems with visitors

of the busiest times of the year Memorial Day
parking in unwanted areas of Springdale and

weekend Springdale parking areas still had with the parking congestion that occurs in the

capacity as shown in Table ES-i vicinity of the south gate on busy days There

are also some areas in Springdale where parking

Table ES-i Memorial Day Weekend 2007 could be expanded or newly constructed

Parking Survey Results

_______________ ____________________________
These opportunities will need to be further

Time Surveyed Parking Utilization assessed and reviewed in more detail as

1000 am Parking areas were 48.1 full planning continues few considerations

related to the ongoing assessment of where to
100 pm Parking areas were 49.6 full

add parking are provided below In the near
400 pm Parking areas were 61.5 full

term it is recommended that the park and
700 pm Parking areas were 63.5 full

town representatives first focus on some of

the lower cost solutions listed below to better

On the other days surveyed parking utilization
orient visitors to available parking areas in town

ranged from 24 to 47 percent full depending on The Zion Canyon Visitor Bureau has expressed
the time of the survey This survey did not account

interest in assisting with some of these activities

for the large amount of on-street parking available
Refer to Sections 23 and for more detail

on Zion Park Boulevard and Lion Boulevard
including specific Action Plan for the Zion

During field observations August 6-9 2008 it

Canyon transportation system
appeared that the on-street parking on Zion Park

Boulevard was less than 20 percent utilized On
Parking Recommendations

Lion Boulevard less than 50 percent of available

Lower Cost Solutions
parking was utilized during the peak period of

visitation Intensify visitor wayfinding and

communication efforts to help visitors find
Parking capacity in Springdale is available but

and utilize existing parking
visitors are not always using it Because parking

at the visitor center inside the park typically fills Formalize parking use agreements with

up by 1000 am many visitors who approach the property owners and confirm exact locations

gate for entry into the park are turned around and quantities available for visitor parking

and directed to nearby parking areas such as More heavily promote the shuttle system and

Lion Boulevard Many of these visitors have park and ride opportunities through local

stated they were unaware of where they should businesses hotels and community venues

park to ride the shuttle Continue the Springdale Parking Committee

Finding the Right Solutions variety of efforts nd initiate Zion Canyon

solutions can be pursued to improve parking Transportation Committee with broader

focus

September 2009
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of the parking area unless cooperative Provide more detailed maps about where to

agreement with the NPS is established park in Springdale See Figure ES-7

NEPA compliance may still be required Implement new marketing campaign that

given the purpose of the parking as relates to
encourages visitors to park and ride the

park shuttle access and/or funding sources shuttle and Zion National Park as car free

The potential for impacts to adjacent
tourism experience The campaign could

properties visual noise etc would need to include marketing and advertising activities

be carefully considered as well as development of brochures and

other media outreach
Candidate locations should not require

changes to shuttle route should be within easy
Provide visitor outreach kit to local

walking distance from town shuttle stop businesses and hotels with brochures and

Under either scenario inside or outside the park
maps that can be distributed to customers

there are variety of funding sources available
Refer to Section for more information

but given current federal economic conditions

some funding sources may be limited Park Road and Springdale

Streetscape Conditions

Visitor Wayfinding and The technical analysis included evaluation of

Communications Recommendations
existing conditions related to the park road and

The following are recommendations for Springdale streetscape including conditions

improving and intensiing visitor wayfinding at shuttle stops For the most part shelters

and communications If successfully furnishings and shuttle stop features remain in

implemented the park and town should see
excellent condition both inside and outside the

more people using parking areas in town and park However there are areas of the Springdale

riding the town shuttle to get to the park streetscape that will require some maintenance

in the near term These include the following

Expand information about park and ride and Several pavement pads at bus stops need to

shuttle service on key partner websites Zion be replaced
NP town of Springdale Washington County

UDOT etc.
The ditch structure is in need of repair in

several locations

Update the highway advisory radio

broadcast message to provide more specific
Some utility boxes and conduits are in need

information about where to park and access
of repair

the shuttle There is general need for sidewalk repair

Create stronger sense of entry to the Zion and maintenance as well as landscape

National Park experience in Springdale See maintenance along the corridor

Figure ES-4 Several segments of sidewalk need to be

Provide real time variable message signs
replaced and some new segments should be

at key locations to direct visitors to parking
added

See Figures ES-5A and ES-5B Refer to Section for more information

Carefully and thoughtfully enhance signing Given the costs that Zion National Park will

to help visitors find parking and shuttle
incur related to ongoing operations and

locations
maintenance of the shuttle system as well

Better identify shuttle stops See Figure ES-6 as vehicle replacement it will be important

Provide information to visitors via Closed to actively pursue variety of funding and

Caption -TV as well as public service partnership opportunities to implement these

announcements via TV and radio needed improvements and maintenance

activities Funding sources such as the federal

ES-8 Executive Summary
September 2009
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Figure ES-lA Visual simulation showing creation --

of shared pathway along the shoulder in Zion

Canyon as an extension of the Pa Rus Trail Figure ES-7B Visual simulation of the extension

of the Pa rus Trail further up Zion Canyon

_____ ____

1riJ4I
Vehicles queuing at the Zion National Park entrance station south gate

t. iii





Regional Transportation Planning

Opportunities How Will All These Needs Be Met

Various agencies and interests including the The Zion Canyon transportation system

National Park Service town of Springdale has been very successful It has become

UDOT Dixie Metropolitan Planning nationwide model for environmental

Organization Washington County and others sustainability and enhanced visitor access

should continue working together to develop at national parks Representatives from

strong vision for transportation in the region Zion National Park Springdale UDOT
Over the long term the demand for more car- and other agencies and organizations

free travel experiences may create need to have been coordinating on regular

connect the Zion Canyon transportation system basis but the time has come for these

to other private and public transportation partners to jointly define opportunities

systems in the region For example St George for additional funding and resources to

will be constructing new airport which may support the system Ongoing partnership

result in more visitors seeking opportunities and stewardship responsibilities should
to fly into St George and travel via shuttle to be more clearly defined and all parties
and from Springdale In addition to improving should be working together to actively

transportation options for visitors the region
plan for the successful future of the

may identify needs to expand transportation
transportation system

options for citizens and workers over the long

term improving public transportation service

between Springdale and other communities to

the southwest along SR

Call for Partnerships and Stewardship

Ongoing operation of the Zion Canyon

transportation system will require significant

resources While Zion National Park will

continue to have the primary responsibility

for annual operations and maintenance of the

shuttle system the park will be faced with some

tough decisions in the future Shuttle service

reductions may be needed in the coming years

unless supplemental funding resources can

be found The park will seek federal funding

to replace the shuttle fleet however funding

sources are becoming increasingly limited

and competitive The Springdale streetscape

and shuttle facilities will require ongoing

maintenance and repairs Wayfinding and

communications efforts will require near term

funding while development of new parking

areas pathways and other improvements will

require additional funding over the long term

The shuttle system was created to operate

through park/town partnership and it will be

important for it to continue to operate this way
in the future

Zion Canyon Transportation System Technical Analysis National Park Service ES-13



As the nations principal conservation agency the Department of the Interior has responsibility for most of our

nationally owned public lands and natural resources This includes fostering sound use of our land and water resources

protecting our fish wildlife and biological diversity preserving the environmental and cultural values of our national

parks and historical places providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor recreation The department assesses

our energy
and mineral resources and works to ensure that their development is in the best interests of all our people

by encouraging stewardship and citizen participation in their care The department also has major responsibility

for American Indian reservation communities and for people who live in island territories under U.S administration

NPS 116/100426/Zion Canyon Transportation Technical Analysis
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